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Suite of central bank decisions in focus as US 10-year
breaks 1.6%: Fed and BoJ set to take the lion's share of
attention

After weeks of sustained rallies, the rise of king

dollar came to a halt in the early part of this week as

bond markets calmed down, with declines in both

nominal and real yields seen as somewhat of a

correction to the earlier trend. However, news of

increased vaccinations and the Presidential approval

of the $1.9trn fiscal stimulus package turned the

earlier theme of moderating US yields on its head on

Friday and reminded markets that the dollar remains

an attractive asset. The Federal Reserve entered its

blackout period with an outro from Fed Chair Jerome

Powell who downplayed concerns over the increase

in US 10Y yields, while the ECB pledged to increase

PEPP purchases in Q2 to combat rising yields and

tightening financial conditions on Thursday.

It wouldn’t be the ECB if it did not leave markets guessing. The central bank refrained from

attaching a number to the increased pace, leaving markets in the dark with regards to its

exact tolerance for higher yields. Next week, the yield story saga continues, with the Federal

Reserve returning from its communications holiday with a fresh monetary policy decision

along with policy decisions by the Bank of England, Bank of Japan, Central Bank of Russia,

Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, and the Norges Bank. The Fed will grab the lion’s

share of markets’ attention this week given the recent bear steepening of the USTs curve, the

SLR and the passing of the fiscal stimulus bill, while the Bank of Japan will follow closely

behind as the results of their policy review are due to be released.
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Chart: the 10-year sell-
off cooled for most of 
this week, but the US 
10Y bounced back on 
Friday and sets the 
tone for next week
with the Fed in focus. 

https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/ecb-meets-expectations-and-ramps-up-near-term-pepp-purchases/
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Calendar

Monday 15th

Sweden CPI figures from February will be released at 08:30 GMT. After a 1.6% jump in

January’s inflation due to transitory effects and energy prices, February’s figures may

continue to see a spike as energy prices remain elevated. Core inflation has likely eased,

however, with the Riksbank projecting a 1.5% increase in core inflation in February. Median

expectations supplied to Bloomberg see core inflation at 1.6%, down from January's 1.8%

reading.

Tuesday 16th

Following on from Governor Lowe’s dovish comments about rates, the RBA’s meeting

minutes, released at 00:30 GMT, will be closely viewed to get further insight into the central

bank’s views on rising yields. With vaccine roll-out in the EU picking up pace since the

beginning of the year, the German ZEW Survey at 10:00 GMT is likely to show a bright

outlook with continued expectations of a robust recovery while the near-term picture is

being weighed down by the current restrictions. As the survey includes opinions of financial

professionals, the recent stock market rally may have helped to push up the survey data

moderately despite real economic activity being weighed down by the lockdowns. CPI

readings for France and Italy are on the agenda for 07:45 and 09:00 GMT, while Russia

comes out with its industrial production figures from February at 16:00 GMT.

February’s US retail sales are in the schedule for 12:30 GMT and are set to show a correction

from January’s over the odds spike that occurred after the distribution of the $600 individual

checks to most adults as part of the fiscal bill in Q4 2020. The core reading is set to drop by

0.3%. At 13:15 GMT, US industrial production is set to show a mild correction to 0.6% from

last month’s 0.9% following a similar narrative.

Wednesday 17th

Final inflation figures for the eurozone are scheduled

for release at 10:00 GMT on Wednesday after

preliminary figures showed inflation held steady at

0.9% after it rebounded sharply at the start of the year.

Core inflation fell from 1.4% to 1.1%. The final figures

will include details of core inflation excluding clothing

and travel-related items, and supercore inflation

excluding package holidays, which helps markets to

assess underlying inflationary pressures once removing

purchases that are hampered by virus restrictions.

The US dollar is likely to 

respond to the data 

releases only if they print 

significantly different 

from the consensus view.
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The Federal Reserve returns from its 1.5 week blackout period with its latest policy

announcement at 18:00 GMT. Fed Chair Jerome Powell left markets puzzled when he

downplayed the recent yield increases in his last speech before the Reserve Holiday, setting

the tone for risk sentiment for the following week. Since then, the $1.9tn stimulus bill that for

a large part caused inflation expectations to spike has been signed, while other central banks

like the European Central Bank have responded to the recent DM bond rout by signalling

more active QE programmes. Bond markets have somewhat calmed down in the last few

days, although US 10Y yields did crack 1.6% on Friday. How fixed income markets trade next

week leading into the Fed meeting will be key to determine the impact their comments have

on market sentiment and the dollar. A separate Fed primer will be released early next week.

Next week’s communication from the FOMC will be decisive in shaping 

risk sentiment for succeeding weeks as markets attempt to detangle 

whether the Fed will put a lid on rising yields or give markets the green 

light to push yields even higher.

Thursday 17th

Thursday is a busy day on the calendar, with Sweden’s unemployment rate at 08:30 GMT

coming in before a wave of central banks take the spotlight. Unemployment stood at 8.9%

in January and is expected to remain largely unchanged with risks to the downside

considering the modest decline seen in weekly jobless claims.

Should Norges Bank revise its 

rate path, then the Norwegian 

krone would take this as a 

green light to continue its rally. 

The central bank will still stress 

the short-term risks to growth 

from the recent restrictions.

At 09:00 GMT, Norges Bank announces

its latest policy decision, with all eyes

being focused on the central bank’s rate

path. The Norges Bank is the first central

bank across the DM space to signal

policy normalisation, indicating a rate

hike as early as H1 2022 and possibly

earlier depending on the vaccine roll-

out and reopening of the economy. An

upward revision of the rate path with a

25 basis point hike in Q4 2021 will be on

everyone’s mind following recent

commentary from Governor Oylsen.
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The Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey is next in line, with the policy decision being

announced at 11:00 GMT. Last time around, the CBRT halted its hiking cycle that was initially

put in place to combat the sky high inflation that weighed on the Turkish lira. By hiking rates

to counteract inflation, sacrificing growth in return, the CBRT hopes to bring inflation back to

single digits. This time around, higher energy and food prices put additional upside risks to

the already high inflation print, while the lira has depreciated back above the 7.5 level against

USD in recent weeks. This all suggests that inflation is set to continue rising, placing emphasis

on the CBRT to confirm its commitment to lowering inflation by raising rates yet again.

The Bank of England will hold steady with its policy measures on Thursday at 12:00 GMT as

rising gilt yields are viewed as a by-product of an improved economic outlook. However, MPC

members are likely to stress the level of uncertainty that remains around the outlook and opt

to keep their pledge to take "additional action to achieve its remit" via increasing QE

purchases should conditions deteriorate or financial conditions tighten unjustifiably. A

separate primer on the Bank of England’s decision is included below.

Friday 18th

Russia’s central bank will likely hold policy on hold on Friday at 10:30 GMT, although

markets will watch for signals of tightening as February’s statement had a hawkish tone to it

with the CBR discussing an end to the easing cycle and increasing the prospect of a return to

normalisation. Since then, inflation has spiked further, and economic activity has picked up,

strengthening the CBR’s case for policy normalisation in the near term although short-term

risks of the lockdown remain.

To ensure markets don’t lose trust in the CBRT, the central bank has no 

other choice than following market expectations which foresee a rate hike 

to 18%. With the CBRT, it is all about communication, and under-delivering 

on market expectations could push the lira back to crisis levels.

The latest decision from the Bank of Japan

is also due out on Friday and is expected

to include the results of their long policy

review. Investors will be watching for any

tweaks on the bank’s yield curve control

and ETF purchases, as well as signals of

lowering rates further. A full preview of the

BoJ decision is attached below.

Given the uncertain outlook, 

markets don’t expect any 

action this week from the 

CBR, but they will warm up 

for warnings of tightening.
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Bank of England preview

Waiting for more certainty before reacting

The Bank of England cast a hawkish tone in its February meeting when it discussed the

natural tapering of its QE programme and highlighted that negative interest rates aren’t the

marginal policy tool. Since the meeting, the market’s outlook on the UK’s economic recovery

has become increasingly optimistic. Over the last six weeks, the UK government has outlined

its roadmap to reopening, while Governor Rishi Sunak announced £65bn in new spending in

the March budget. Both events have resulted in rising gilt yields and expectations of earlier

policy normalisation by the BoE.

Charts: Gilt yields and interest rate expectations rise since February’s meeting as markets 
economic outlook improve

While market pricing has struck a definitive message, MPC members continue to deliver

opposing signals in inter-meeting communications. This has been most notable in comments

by Chief Economist Andy Haldane and MPC member Jonathan Haskel, who issued contrasting

outlooks on inflation over the last month. Speculation over the MPC’s overall stance may be

generated by these mixed messages, however, we deem Thursday’s meeting as too

premature for any additional hawkish undertones to be delivered. Comments by Governor

Bailey on the distribution of risks on March 8th gives markets its biggest hint of what the

upcoming BoE message will be; that of tempered optimism. Speaking at the Resolution

Foundation, the BoE Governor stated that risks are “on balance distributed on the downside,

though less as time goes by”, while issuing a “note of realism” over the current economic

forecasts.

Stitching it all together, we anticipate Bailey’s message on the distribution

of risks to be relayed in the BoE’s policy statement on Thursday.

https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/get-ready-for-negative-rates-but-that-doesnt-mean-theyre-coming/
https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/sterling-unmoved-by-johnsons-roadmap-as-path-out-of-lockdown-is-still-mired-with-uncertainty/
https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/sunak-unveils-bumper-budget-but-markets-weary-that-someone-has-to-foot-the-bill/
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Within the statement, we also expect the central bank to outline its plans to continue the

current pace of bond purchases at £4.4bn a week while highlighting its willingness to increase

the pace if market functionality deteriorates or financial conditions unjustifiably tighten. We

don’t expect the BoE to follow measures taken by the ECB and the RBA to combat rising

yields, however, as improving market sentiment has been warranted by economic

developments over the last six weeks. Divergences over the inflation outlook are likely to

continue in the meeting minutes, which are released alongside the rate statement at 12:00

GMT. But we don’t see the divergence in views as strong enough to cause visible defiance in

the members’ voting on the current policy stance – we still expect it to be maintained by 9

vote to 0. Overall, Thursday’s meeting is unlikely to be a game changing event for sterling,

with questions over an extension or tapering of the Bank’s current QE programme pushed to

a later date when uncertainty around the forecasts is reduced.

Chart: BoE has room to front-load gilt purchases similar to the ECB, but the current £4.4bn 

pace is likely to be extended as the MPC views rising yields as warranted

Bank of Japan preview

Tweaks to the policy framework won’t change the outlook for JPY

The Bank of Japan is set to release the details of a broad policy review on the upcoming

March 19th meeting, when the Bank has pledged to "assess the effectiveness and

sustainability" of longstanding monetary easing. The review comes at a time when global

yields are spiking on the back of rising inflation expectations and economic recovery

prospects from the pandemic.
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However, such reflationary trading has not been reflected in Japanese bond markets due to

the BoJ's explicit control over the curve, adding further downside pressure on JPY. The

currency has lost over 6% against the dollar since the beginning of the year and trades

around 3% lower against the euro and 1% lower against the Swiss franc, both low-yielding

currencies. The prospect of the BoJ maintaining this stance on the yield curve going forward

has risen higher as major central banks take a harder stance on current bond market

dynamics. With widening yield spreads setting the tone for a potentially cheaper Japanese

yen, markets turn their sight to the upcoming BoJ policy review next week.

However, the presentation is poised to present some dovish tweaks as the Bank looks for

further avenues of monetary stimulus over the long-run. Some unofficial sources have

suggested that the BoJ is studying the potential side effects of lower negative interest rates

on commercial banks as a mean to communicate its determination to use this tool if needed.

Much speculation has also built around a potential widening of the tolerance band on the 0%

target on 10-year JGB yields. The move should be intended to boost the bond market's

functioning instead of signalling a tighter monetary policy. Finally, the discussion also centres

on flexible ETF purchases by the BoJ, who are likely to reduce their presence in the market.

Even as the review might bring some tweaks into the discussion, market 

consensus expects no significant changes to the BoJ's policy framework, 

therefore limiting the impact on the yen in the medium-term.

Signals of lower interest rates

The Bank of Japan has fallen ill to the market's expectations that monetary easing via lower

interest rates is no longer possible. After the Bank introduced negative rates in 2016, the

likely damage to the banking sector from further negative rates has had investors settle with

the idea of exhausted firepower in that area. Negative interest rates have yet to prove their

effectiveness to boost inflation in major economies, whereas several experiences have

shown the harsh road to exit this regime. However, losing optionality in the most

conventional monetary transmission mechanism is not a fate any central bank would like to

face. Widespread opinion suggests that a way to hint at feasible interest rate cuts would be

adjusting the current three-tier system, offsetting the hit on bank profitability. In order to

deliver more incentives for lending, the Bank could increase the size of reserves currently

earning a positive return, while inflicting extra pain in the negative –yet thinner- tier of

reserves.
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Chart: The current tiering system leaves room for further manoeuvre in interest rates

More action in the bonds market

Longstanding flat bond yields have served the well BoJ with prompting investment in the

private sector, while assuring markets of a strong commitment of monetary support. As the

unconventional tool has proven ineffective in lifting inflation expectations, the 45%

participation of the Central Bank in the market has also squeezed market participants'

profitability. The Bank of Japan is set to correct this distortion by widening the tolerance

band around the 0% anchoring point on the 10-year bond yields to ±30bp from ±20bp

currently. The measure would also be assessed in the context of rising global yields.

Therefore, even if yields move asymptotically towards the new ceiling, upwards pressure on

bond yields or the JPY should be limited. Promoting a steeper yield curve towards super-long

maturities could be another option in sight, although already tapered purchases on >10-year

assets put a lid on this initiative. Selling super-long holdings, on the contrary, would send a

mixed signal the Bank will prefer to avoid.

Allowing the 10-year JGB yield to fluctuate would partially narrow the 

spread with other major economies, boosting the market's role in the 

overall economy. Additionally, the move is unlikely to tighten the policy 

framework, given that the 0% yield target holds strong credibility.
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DISCLAIMER: This information has been prepared by Monex Canada Inc., an execution-only service provider.

The material is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal

circumstances or objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or

other advice on which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or

completeness of this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex

Canada Inc., or the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific

person. The material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the

independence of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination

of investment research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.

Chart: Flat bond yields diminish the role of the market as a stimulus mechanism

Taps on ETFs purchases

In a similar vein, significant BoJ holdings of ETFs has brought about questions on the need

and effectiveness of the Bank's participation in the stock market at a time when the Nikkei

stock index sits near its three-decade high. Estimates show that the Bank is the biggest

holder of domestic equities, owning more than 5% of shares at 485 Japanese companies

indirectly. With some officials suggesting that the large ETF holding is the primary purpose

for conducting the policy review, the risks to such high intervention are plentiful. High

holdings pose dangerous moral hazards for private investors, which could eventually struggle

to survive without the stimulus. As ETF purchases have already been scaled down this year,

the BoJ could likely hint that it won't buy more equities in a bull market.


